SALSA ON ICE REPORT: 5 December 2018

Weather:
Weather conditions, overcast, winds 7S(knots), temperature high -4C

SALSA Drill Team members on ice: Graham Roberts, James Roth, Dennis Duling, Jonas Kalin, Dar Gibson, Eddie Krula, Anatoly Mironov

- Anatoly and Dar are wiring VFD’s for wire winch
- Developing drill plan and operating instruction manual
- James is working on load cell integration into drill controls.
- Discussing drill setup and strategy

Traverse: Day 9 of traverse to SALSA camp, arrived to Camp 20 12/4/18 at 16.15

Note: The traverse has arrived at camp 20 and is now waiting for a flight containing the mountaineer and field coordinator. The backup flight for today was canceled they are on a primary flight tomorrow. With most of the drill team in town we are discussing field drill plans and operations.

Report by: Graham Roberts